
Workshop 1

1 Intro to R

R is a programming language and environment for statistical computing and graphics.

R provides a wide variety of statistical (linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical
tests, time-series analysis, classification, clustering, ...) and graphical techniques. One of R’s
strengths is the ease with which well-designed publication-quality plots can be produced,
including mathematical symbols and formulae where needed.

2 Getting started (Windows)

First of all, log into Windows with your username and password.

In your home directory (H: drive), make a directory for this course using Windows Explorer.
This is the location where you will save all your files.

Tinn R

It is essential to keep a record of all your R work, and to do this we will create script files in
the editor Tinn-R. Open Tinn-R by finding it and clicking on it. Next, click File - New to
start a new script file. Save the script file (as lab1.r perhaps) in the directory you created
for the course. Now click R - Start preferred Rgui to start up the R program.

Tinn-R provides a place to produce, edit and retain your R scripts, whilst the Rgui is the
‘engine’ that runs the commands. In Tinn-R, on the left of the toolbar there are a number
of useful shortcuts to allow you to send code to run in R.

R’s Inbuilt Editor

If you are having problems with Tinn-R or just prefer a simple editor, thenyou can always
use R’s inbuilt script editing facilities, which is available by clicking on the “File” menu and
then “New Script”. Save this file to the directory you are going to keep your R work. The
R editor can run several lines of commands or your whole script file: see the “Edit” menu,
and option “Run line or Selection”.

Note that using Tinn-R is advantageous as it uses syntax highlighting, which can make
your R code easire to read and debug – though any text editor will also work, for example
notepad or notepad++ (which is a more advanced, free version of notepad).
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Adding Comments to Code

You should also write a brief commentary on what your code means, so that when you come
to look at it after a period of time it still makes sense. You do this by preceding your
comments with a ‘#’.

For example, you could send all of the below to R:

##This line will not be run by R

3+2

#but the above line will!

#comments can be used to explain what your code does

#the below line adds together 5 and 6

5+6

but:

#the below line will give an error message

because there is no ’#’ at the beginning

#so R tries to run it, but doesn’t understand

You should save your script files often! They may be useful in the future, as you may wish
to re-use your code. You can open as many separate scripts as you like. Perhaps one for
each lab?

To stop running R, simply click the close button at the top right of the R GUI. At this point
you will be asked whether you want to save the data from your R session. We recommend
against saving the data in this way — save it in your script file in Tinn-R instead!

2.1 Using R on your own computer

R and Tinn-R are both free to download. Download R from http://www.stats.bris.ac.

uk/R/ and Tinn-R from http://sourceforge.net/projects/tinn-r. You could copy your
script files onto a USB stick, or email them to yourself so you can use them on your own
computer.

Note that R is essential, whilst Tinn-R is not – see section “R’s Inbuilt Editor”, above.

2.2 Where to find extra help with this course

If you get stuck, or want to know more, try the following:
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1. Search for help - typing ?<FUNCTION NAME> at the R prompt to bring up the help
page for a given function (eg try typing ?plot, this displays the help file for the plot
function). If you don’t know the name of the function that does what you are looking
for, or the above didn’t work try ??<KEYWORD>

2. R manual - available through your web browser. Start the online help by typing
help.start()

3. The Departmental R help at http://www.maths.lancs.ac.uk/department/info/

intranet/computing/software/packagesr/

4. The Internet, via your favourite search engine.

5. Remember you can always ask a tutor - that’s what they’re there for!

3 Simple R Arithmetic

At its most basic level, R can be used as a calculator. For example:

1+2+3 # Type this

[1] 6 # R gives you the answer, labelled with a [1]

Besides the basic arithmetic operators, R contains a number of arithmetic functions. These
are:

Function Use
sqrt(x) Compute the square root of x
abs(x) Absolute (positive) value of x
sin(x),cos(x), tan(x) Trigonometric functions
asin(x),acos(x),atan(x) Inverse Trigonometric functions
sinh(x),cosh(x),tanh(x) Hyperbolic functions
asinh(x),acosh(x), atanh(x) Inverse Hyperbolic functions
exp(x),log(x) Exponential and natural log of x
log10(x) Base-10 log of x
gamma(x), lgamma(x) The gamma function and its log

Exercise
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Evaluate the following expressions:

1) 11 + 22 + 33 + 44 + 55 + 66 + 77

2) 11× 22× 33× 44× 55× 66

3) 1− exp(−1/2)

4)
1

√
2π3

exp

�

−
1

2

(1− 2)2

3

�

1) 308, 2) 1275523920, 3) 0.3934693, 4) 0.1949697

4 An Introduction to R Objects

An object can be anything. In R, objects can store data, and perform functions on data. In
this section, we will introduce some different types of data object, and show you how to
store data in them. Besides the data it contains, one of the most important aspects of an
object is its name. Always try to give your objects meaningful names, that way you won’t
forget what they contain!

Try typing the following to store the value 10 in the scalar object x:

x <- 10

You can retrieve the value by typing the object name:

x

The ‘<-’ symbol can be read as the word assigns. So in English we can read the above
command as ‘assign the value 10 to the object x’ and when we type ‘x’ we are essentially
saying ‘what is x?’.

Objects can also store the results of operations on other objects:

y <- x^3 * 4 + 20

Object names in R can only contain letters, numbers, underbars ‘_’ or fullstops ‘.’, with
the condition that names can only begin with an alphabetic character. e.g. t, Temp, and
high.5 are all valid, whereas 7up, ben-taylor, and Matt!Sperrin are not. Try storing
different values in scalar objects of different names.

Make sure you have written any examples you have tried out in your script file — they will
be useful to refer to later.
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4.1 Vectors

Vectors in R are the same as vectors in mathematics. Try creating a short vector:

myVector <- c(1,2,3,4)

We use the combine (c()) command to tell R that we want our values to be represented as
a vector. What happens if you now type myVector?

Table 1 gives the frequencies of the number of matches per box produced by Burnam’s match
factory on 1st February 2007.

Number of matches Frequency
45 5
46 4
47 8
48 5
49 12
50 16
51 19
52 18
53 14
54 10
55 7

Table 1: Frequency table of number of matches per box

Define a vector matchNum of length 11 by typing in the number of matches per box.

Also define a vector matchFreq which identifies the frequencies of matches per box. Make
sure the entries of matchFreq correspond to the relevant entries of matchNum. Try typing
length(matchNum) and length(matchFreq) to ensure you didn’t miss any!

4.1.1 Vector arithmetic

Setting up these vectors is all very well, but what can we do with them? Suppose we want
to know how many matchsticks were produced by Burnam’s on 1st February?

R provides an easy way to multiply vectors pointwise:

matchFreq * matchNum

Does this return a scalar or a vector? Store the result of this command in another object.
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You can also perform mathematical operations on vectors. Here we divide the matchFreq

by its smallest value (try ?min):

matchFreq / min(matchFreq)

Exercise

Using the R function sum(), we can sum the elements of a vector. Use the online help system
to help you find out how to use sum(), and calculate and store the number of matchsticks
made on 1st February 2007 at Burnam’s in an object.

numMatchsticks <- sum(matchNum * matchFreq) OR matchFreq %*% matchNum

4.1.2 Some shortcuts

R allows us to create vectors of sequences easily. Experiment with the following:

mySeq <- 1:10

myReps <- rep(4,5)

mySeq <- seq(0,10,by=0.66)

mySeq <- seq(0,10,length=13)

Look up the online help for rep() and seq() to see their syntax and understand what role
each value plays in the above examples.

Exercise

• Construct the matchNum vector you created by using the method for mySeq above.

matchNum <- 45:55

• Create a vector that repeats 10 times a sequence of integers between 1 and 5.

myReps <- rep(1:5,10)

4.2 Matrices

Matrices in R are the same as matrices in mathematics. Try creating a small matrix:

myMatrix <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6),nrow=3,ncol=2,byrow=FALSE)

myMatrix

Notice that we use a vector to tell R what the elements are in a matrix. The byrow command
tells R whether to fill the matrix row-wise or column-wise.
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Exercise

Experiment with creating matrices. What happens if you change byrow to TRUE? What
happens if you omit the byrow argument? Try the following, and explain the output you
see:

myMatrix1 <- matrix(c(1,2,3),nrow=3,ncol=2,byrow=FALSE)

myMatrix2 <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7),nrow=3,ncol=2,byrow=FALSE)

myMatrix3 <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8),ncol=2,byrow=FALSE)

myMatrix4 <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6),2,3,FALSE)

Experiment with other settings, and look at ?matrix. It is important to understand how R
deals with ambiguous situations. This can save a lot of frustration!

Note byrow=FALSE by default.

myMatrix1: replicates the vector to fill the matrix.

myMatrix2: truncates the vector as it does not all fit, but gives a warning message.

myMatrix3: although nrow isn’t specified, R guesses that you meant 4, as this is the size
required to accommodate the vector.

myMatrix4: if you do not supply the names of the arguments, R presumes you have supplied
the arguments in the order it was expecting them.

4.2.1 Matrix Arithmetic

You can also do arithmetic with matrices in R, the command for matrix multiplication is
%*%

a<- matrix(c(2,3,4,1,5,6),nrow=2,ncol=3)

b<- matrix(1:12,nrow=3,ncol=4)

c<- matrix(6:1,nrow=2,ncol=3,byrow=T)

a%*%b

Exercise What happens if you try b%*%a? Why? Also try 2*a, a*b and a*c, and explain
the output in each case. What happens if you try addition instead of multiplication in these
examples?

The dimensions don’t match in b%*%a.

Applying * or + to a pair of matrices performs elementwise multiplication, so the matrices
must have identical dimensions.
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Workshop 2

5 Characters and factors

5.1 Characters

R can store character data in the same way as we have been storing numeric data. Character
data is enclosed in either single quote marks ’ or double quote marks ”. Use either, as long
as they match! Examples:

c1 <- "Hello" # A scalar character string

c1

[1] "Hello"

c2 <- c("Yes",’Maybe’,"No") # A vector of characters

c2

[1] "Yes" "Maybe" "No"

c3 <- c("Is","Could Be","Isn’t") # Note single quote inside doubles

You can also use some of the functions we used to construct numeric vectors with character
data:

c3 <- rep("Monkey",4)} # Using rep()

c3

[1] "Monkey" "Monkey" "Monkey" "Monkey"

Of course, don’t expect to be able to use numeric functions such as sum() on characters!

5.2 Factors

A factor is used for storing categorical data. Suppose you have data on some people and you
want to store their sex. You could use a numeric code — 0 for male, 1 for female, or you
could use a character code — ‘M’ for male and ‘F’ for female. But you should really use a
factor.

Factors are easy to construct from character vectors. Use the function as.factor() with a
character vector:

c5 <- c(’M’,’F’,’F’,’F’,’M’,’M’)
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f5 <- as.factor(c5)

f5

[1] M F F F M M

Levels: F M

Notice that a factor gets printed out like a character vector, but without the quote marks.
The levels are also printed out.

The categories in a factor can also be seen by using the levels() function:

levels(f5)

[1] "F" "M" # The result is a character vector

And you can change these levels easily by assigning a new character vector to the levels:

levels(f5) <- c("Female","Male")}

f5

[1] Male Female Female Female Male Male

Levels: Female Male

One thing you can do with a factor is to tabulate the counts of each category with the
table() function:

table(f5)

Female Male #There are 3 results for both men and women

3 3

Exercise

Here is a data set of some people’s response to the questions

“what is your favourite hot drink?” and “what is your favourite biscuit?”

coffee bourbon

tea rich tea

chocolate bourbon

tea pink wafer

tea pink wafer

coffee rich tea

coffee bourbon

chocolate jammie dodger

chocolate bourbon

tea bourbon

tea digestive
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tea jammie dodger

chocolate jammie dodger

coffee pink wafer

tea rich tea

tea rich tea

tea digestive

coffee bourbon

tea digestive

coffee pink wafer

Do not type this data in in full. Instead, give each drink and each biscuit a number and
make vectors of the numbers corresponding to the lists above (just type the numberswithout
quotes).

biscuits <- c(1,2,1,3,3,2,1,4,1,1,5,4,4,3,2,2,5,1,5,3)

drinks <- c(1,2,3,2,2,1,1,3,3,2,2,2,3,1,2,2,2,1,2,1)

Now turn your vectors into factors with the right names and tabulate the levels.

drinks <- as.factor(drinks)

biscuits <- as.factor(biscuits)

levels(drinks) <- c("coffee","tea","chocolate")

levels(biscuits) <- c("bourbon","rich tea","pink wafer",

"jammie dodger","digestive"); table(biscuits)

bourbon rich tea pink wafer jammie dodger digestive

6 4 4 3 3

table(drinks)

coffee tea chocolate 6 10 4

Now use table(drinks,biscuits) to cross-tabulate the drink and biscuit preferences.

6 Subscripts

Suppose we want to extract a part of a vector. R allows us to do this using square brackets.

x <- 10:1

y <- x[2]

y

[1] 9

Here y gets the value of the second element of x.
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6.1 Slicing more...

You can extract parts of a vector by subscripting with another vector.

y <- x[c(1,3,5)]

y

[1] 10 8 6

x[4:7]

[1] 7 6 5 4

Here the returned value is a vector.

6.2 Don’t bite off more than you can chew...

If you try and subscript a vector with a number out of range...

x[12]

[1] NA

you get NA. This is the symbol R uses for missing data, or other numeric nonsense.

6.3 Negative Subscripts

Negative subscripts? What’s the -2nd element of a vector? R defines this as being all the
vector except the 2nd element. This gives us an easy way of removing some elements from
a vector.

x <- 10:1

x[-3] # omit the third element

[1] 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

x[c(3,4,7)]

[1] 8 7 4

x[-c(3,4,7)] # you can also exclude several elements simultaneously

[1] 10 9 6 5 3 2 1

x[c(-3,-4,-7)] # this gives the same answer,

# think of -c(3,4,7) = (-1) * c(3,4,7)

You can’t mix positive and negative subscripts. Why would you want to?
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6.4 Some more examples

x <- 1:10

x[-length(x)] # all but the last

[1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x[length(x):1] # reverse x

[1] 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

There is a function to do this last one: rev() - most of the simple things you may want to
do tend to have their own functions! Try using help.search() to find more functions.

Exercise

There is a function in R that acts as the modulo operator - it is used by typing (%%) - for
example 8 Modulo 2 is given by:

8 %% 2

[1] 0

Use this function, together with appropriate commands for sequences, subscripts and lengths
of vectors to calculate the number of values between 1 and 1000 that have 13 as a factor.
Remember: for n to have x as a factor n modulo x must equal 0.

x <- 1:1000 ; mod13=x%%13

Nofactors13 <- length(mod13[mod13==0])

Create a vector of all the years in the 21st century, then take out the leap years.
Remember: Last year was a leap year!

Years <- 2000:2099

NoLeapYears <- Years[-seq(1,100,by=4)]

6.5 Subscripting Matrices

Subscripting a matrix works in a very similar way to subscripting vectors, except there are
now two dimensions to specify rather than one, so two subscripts are needed! R always uses
the convention myMat[row,column] for subscripting.

myMat<-matrix(1:12,nrow=3,ncol=4) #create the matrix

myMat[2,3] #return the entry in position [2,3] of the matrix

#(2nd row, 3rd column)

myMat[3,] #return the third row of the matrix

myMat[,1:3] #return the first to third columns of the matrix

myMat[-2,-1] #return the matrix with the 2nd row and 1st column removed
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VERY IMPORTANT: when subscripting matrices, if you end up returning a submatrix with
either one row or one column, R will (annoyingly) convert it into a vector! A vector is NOT
a 1× n matrix, R treats them differently!

You can avoid this by using the as.matrix() command. For example:

a.vect<-myMat[3,]

a.mat<-as.matrix(myMat[3,])

These both needed to be subscripted in different ways — have a go! In general, everything
you learnt about subscripting vectors also works for matrices, but you do need to be careful
with the dimensions!

7 Logical values

As we saw in the previous section, R enables you to compute with Boolean, or Logical,
variables. These take on either the value TRUE or FALSE. You can store them in objects just
as you can numeric or character data. You can use conditional tests to generate these values:

x <- 1:10

gt5 <- x > 5

gt5

[1] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

x == 4

[1] FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

gt3 <- x >= 3

gt3

[1] FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Note: <= means ‘less than or equal to’, >= means ‘greater than or equal to’,

7.1 Logical operators

You can do ‘and’ and ‘or’ operations on vectors with ‘&’ and ‘|’:

x > 2 & x != 7

[1] FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE

x < 2 | x > 7

[1] TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Note: != means ‘not equal to’
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7.2 True and False as Numbers...

If you try and do anything numeric with logical values, R converts true to 1 and false to 0.
This can be usefully employed to count the number of true values in a vector. Examples:

x <- 1:10

y <- x > 3

y

[1] FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

y*2

[1] 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

sum(y)

[1] 7

7.3 Logical Subscripts

You can use a vector of logical true/false values as a subscript. This is extremely useful.
Example:

x <- c(6,5,6,4,4,3,4,2,3,4)

y <- c(5,3,4,2,6,5,4,5,4,3) #couple of random vectors

xeq4 <- x == 4 #which of x equals 4?

xeq4

[1] FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE

y[xeq4] #which of y correspond to x==4?

[1] 2 6 4 3

y[x == 4] #or simply...

[1] 2 6 4 3

Or you may just wish to return the elements of a vector that satisfy some rule, for example:

z<-y[y>3] #put into z only those elements of y that are larger than 3.

length(y)

length(z)

You can even apply this idea to a matrix:

xmat<-matrix(c(0,1,3,0,2,8,1,3,4,0,3,8,1,2,9),ncol=3,byrow=TRUE)

ymat<-xmat[xmat[,1]==0,] #ymat contains only the rows of xmat

#whose entry in the first column is zero
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Exercise

You can generate random Uniform(0,1) numbers using the function runif() (r stands for
random).

RandomUniforms <- runif(10)

Create a vector containing 200 random numbers generated from the Uniform distribution.
Create logical vectors indicating:

1. which are > 0.5;

2. which are between 0.2 and 0.7.

Now use sum() to find how many of your random numbers were in each of these categories.

RandomUniforms <- runif(20); RandomUniforms>0.5

0.2 < RandomUniforms & RandomUniforms < 0.7

sum(RandomUniforms>0.5); sum(0.2<RandomUniforms & RandomUniforms<0.7)

Are you keeping your script files up to date??
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Workshop 3

8 Going further

We’re now going to have a look at some other functions that make R useful in statistics.

8.1 Reading data in from files

First download the file class96.dat from http://www.maths.lancs.ac.uk/department/info/

intranet/computing/software/packagesr/R/data/class96.dat and save it in your work-
ing directory. The class96 dataset contains the heights and weights of the students enrolled
in GSSE401 in 1896. Let’s get this data into R:

myTable <- read.table(‘class96.dat’)

myTable

Try the function class(myTable). What do you get? Here, we have a data frame — a
list of variables of the same length (each with a unique name). They are arranged in a 2D
structure like a matrix (and, indeed, they can be subscripted in exactly the same way).

8.2 Data Frames

Let’s stick with the example we created above. We’ve already seen that the class() function
tells us that R treats our data as a data frame. This structure is used whenever we want
to group vectors of data which have corresponding rows. The names() function gives you
the names of the vectors in the data frame:

names(myTable)

[1] "V1" "V2" "V3" "V4"

Not very informative, huh? Why is this? Let’s give the columns some useful names:

names(myTable) <- c(‘index’,’height’,’weight’,’sex’)

myTable

You can refer to a column in the data frame in one of two ways. The first uses the column
name and a dollar sign:

myTable$index
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The second uses subscripting in the same was as a matrix. Recall:

myTable[,1] #extract first column

myTable[1,] #extract first row

Exercise

1. Sex is a factor with two levels, but R doesn’t know this yet. Using what you learnt in
Section 5.2 and the above, turn the Sex column into a factor.

2. Using the R functions mean() and sd(), find the mean and standard deviation of both
the height and weight columns.

3. Using your knowledge of subscripts in R (Section 6, make two new data frames for
males and females separately. In the data 1 represents females and 2 represents males.
Hint: Logical subscripts!

myTable[,4]<-as.factor(myTable[,4])

mean(myTable$height)

[1] 174.7895

sd(myTable$height)

[1] 9.330827

mean(myTable$weight)

[1] 70.78947

sd(myTable$weight)

[1] 10.57029

males <- myTable[myTable[,4]==2,]

females <- myTable[myTable[,4]==1,]

9 Further Matrix Operations

We’re now going to perform a linear regression on the height, weight, sex data. For each
sex, we will fit the following model:

y = a+ bx

Where the response data, y, is height, and the covariate data, x, is weight. If you’ve studied
linear models, you will know that if β = (a, b), then the parameter estimates are given by
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β̂ = (XT X)−1XT y (1)

This gives us a straight-forward way to calculate our parameter estimate. However, first we
need to rearrange our data so that we can perform the calculations. For each sex, do the
following:

1. Begin by creating a vector of response data by copying the height column of your
data frame into a separate vector object. Call this y.

2. Now we need to create a design matrix of covariate data. This will be a two column
matrix, with the first being a column of ones, and the second containing the covariate
data for weight. Start by defining a 2 column by n row matrix, where n is the length
of your covariate data (you can use dim on your data frames to find this). e.g. for a 2
column, 10 row matrix, I would type:

myMatrix <- matrix(ncol=2,nrow=10)

If you look at the matrix you have created, you will see that it is full of NAs. This is
fine, since we’ve not supplied any data yet.

3. Now populate the first column of the matrix with 1’s. Fill columns by referring to
them with subscript notation, e.g.:

myMatrix[,1] <- 1 Fills the 1st column with 1’s

This example demonstrates the use of a feature we observed about how R handles
vectors: since the vector myMatrix[,1] (recall: one column of a matrix is a vector!)
is of length n and 1 is of length 1, R repeats the 1 as many times as is necessary to fill
myMatrix[,1].

4. Now populate the second column with weight data, using a subscript on your data
frame.

myMatrix[,2] <- males$weight

Exercise

Let’s see if you can use the regression formula (1). To do this, you will need the following
to multiply, transpose, and invert matrices:

Function/operator Use
x %*% y Matrix-multiplies x and y

solve(x) Returns the inverse of matrix x

t(x) Returns the transpose of matrix x
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solve((t(maleMatrix)%*%maleMatrix))%*%t(maleMatrix)%*%yMale

What are your parameter estimates for each sex? Store them in an appropriate form.

Sex a b
Female 110.6214230 0.9354215
Male 133.3900979 0.5908596

10 Graphics

In this section, we will use the height, weight, sex dataset you used in Section 8.2 to illustrate
how to use some of the graphics functions in R. The functions we will be using are:

Function Use
plot() Creates a new plot
hist() Plots a histogram
lines() Adds a line to an existing plot
points() Adds points to an existing plot
text() Adds text to a plot
legend() Adds a legend to a plot

10.1 Creating a plot

In this section we are going to create a plot of height versus weight for each sex in the class96
dataset. The basic plot() command can be used as follows:

plot(x,y,main=’My Title’, xlab=’The x-axis’, ylab=’The y-axis’, xlim=c(0,10),

ylim=c(0,15)

where x and y are vectors of x and y coordinates respectively, the other parameters setting
the plot labelling, and axis limits (x-axis between 0 and 10, and y-axis between 0 and 15).

Exercise

Using the data in your myTable data frame, plot a scattergram of height versus weight, with
a suitable title and axis labels. Look at your data range, and set suitable limits for the axes.

Use the following steps to create your graph:

1. First plot one of the sexes with plot() to establish the plot. By default this will create
black points.
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2. Now use the points() function to plot the other sex onto the existing graph. In order
to get a different colour, you will have to supply an argument to the col parameter
inside points()’s brackets.

In this example, we used the graphical parameter col. There are lots of these parameters
that control the look of a lot of different types of plot (scatter, line, histogram etc) so the
online help system lumps them all together under the par() function. Have a look at the
online help, then try changing your plot() expressions to use a “+” character for the data
points.

Use pch=’+’, or pch=3

Also, have a look at the online help for plot(). You will see that it gives you information
on the type parameter for controlling the plot type. We will be using this later.

Now we want to add a legend to our scatter plot. The online help for legend() tells us the
syntax:

legend(x, y = NULL, legend, fill = NULL, col = par("col"),

lty, lwd, pch,

angle = 45, density = NULL, bty = "o", bg = par("bg"),

box.lwd = par("lwd"), box.lty = par("lty"),

pt.bg = NA, cex = 1, pt.cex = cex, pt.lwd = lwd,

xjust = 0, yjust = 1, x.intersp = 1, y.intersp = 1,

adj = c(0, 0.5), text.width = NULL, text.col = par("col"),

merge = do.lines && has.pch, trace = FALSE,

plot = TRUE, ncol = 1, horiz = FALSE, title = NULL,

inset = 0)

“Wow”, you say! Notice that any parameter that has an “=” sign has a default setting
(shown) so you don’t have to be explicit about what you want, unless you want to change
the default. Legends are plotted in boxes, so as a bare minimum you need to specify:

• x and y — the coordinates on the plot of the top left of the box;

• legend — a vector of names of your data series on the plot;

• col — a vector of colours that correspond to the data series, in the same order as you
supplied for legend;

• pch — a vector of point characters you used to plot your data series.

At the end, you should have something that looks like this (in colour, of course!):
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Any graph you have produced can be saved to file directly from the graph window by selecting
File-Save As.

10.2 Plotting lines

In this section, we will add trendlines to the scatter plot of height versus weight that we
created previously, using the lines() function. Look up the online help, and remember the
graphical parameters that you can set (see the help page for par()). lines() can be used
like this:

lines(c(0,4),c(0,2),col=’blue’,lty=2,lwd=3)

This command would draw a blue dashed line of width 3 between (0, 0) and (4, 2). What
happens if you use this command without an existing plot being open? Why?

Exercise

Using the values for the regression parameters you estimated in Section 9, use the lines()
function to add suitable trendlines to the scatter plot of height versus weight, making sure
the line colours match the point colours.
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Full soln to this and previous graph:
plot(males[,3],males[,2],pch="+",xlim=c(50,110),ylim=c(150,210)
,col="blue",xlab="weight (kg)",ylab="height (cm)")

points(females[,3],females[,2],pch=’+’,col="red")
legend(80,170,legend=c("males","females"),pch="+",col=c("blue","red"))
# for the best fit lines add:

abline(133.39,0.59,col="blue")

abline(110.62,0.94,col="red")

10.3 Histograms

R has a really nifty function for creating histograms really quickly — hist(). Let’s try it
out. First let’s generate some data to work on. R provides various functions for generating
random numbers from the common probability distributions. All functions return a vector of
n realisations from whichever distribution you choose, parametrised by values of your choice.
Here are some of the distributions you can use:

Function Use
rnorm(n,mean,sd) Normal distribution
rgamma(n,shape,rate) Gamma distribution
runif(n,min,max) Uniform distribution
rpois(n,lambda) Poisson distribution
rexp(n,rate) Exponential distribution
rweibull(n,shape,scale) Weibull distribution

WARNING: R does not necessarily use the same parametrisation for these probability
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distributions as you do in your course. Until you get used to using these functions on a
regular basis, always check the help pages - they give you the form of the distribution (in
LATEX format).

Note also, that for each distribution, there are functions to return density, distribution
function, and quantiles (look at ?rnorm, for example).

Exercise

1. Choose your favourite distribution, parametrise it accordingly, and use the appropriate
function to draw 10000 random samples from it into a vector.

e.g.: myRands <- rnorm(10000,0,1)

2. Use the hist() function to plot a histogram. Add a title and axis labels in the same
way you did for plot().

hist(myRands)

3. Using the quantile function for your distribution, find the upper and lower quartiles.
Use the abline() function to draw vertical lines on the histogram representing the
quartiles. Perhaps you should also make the lines a different style so that they stand
out?

lower <- qnorm(0.25,0,1)

upper <- qnorm(0.75,0.1)

abline(v=lower)

abline(v=upper)

Challenge

In the exercise above, we used a vector of random numbers to approximate a probability
distribution. However, we can use the density function to draw a curve. Try this out for
your distribution. Hint: You will first need to create a vector of “x” values against which to
plot the density. This vector will have to hold a sequence of values running between suitable
limits, and have small enough intervals so that the curve appears smooth.
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Workshop 4

11 Loop Structures

Loop structures are used when a task needs to be performed repetitively. Loops enable
routine manual tasks to be performed with great speed and, together with conditional state-
ments, are of fundamental importance in creating your own functions or programmes. A
scenario that seems to occur very frequently when programming is when data are stored
in a matrix (or vector) and it is necessary to compute some function of the row or column
elements (or entries of the vector). The most basic way that this can be achieved is by the
use of for or while loops, the functionality of which is best illustrated via example.

The following code prints the square of the numbers 1 – 10.

Method 1:

for (i in 1:10){ # Start the loop with i = 1.

print(i^2) # print the square of i

} # goto start of the loop, increasing i by 1

Method 2:

i <- 1 # set i = 1

while (i <= 10){ # if i <= 10 then execute commands in the loop

print(i^2) # print the square of i

i <- i + 1 # increase i by 1

} # go to the start of the loop

Some comments are in order. Firstly, you don’t need to use the letter i, any valid object
name will do. With the first method, i takes values in the vector object 1:10 (if you have
not already done so, try typing 1:10 into the R console). Any vector can be used here,
so for example if X <- runif(10) is a random vector of uniformly distributed values then
replacing the first line in Method 1 above with for (i in X){ will print out the squares of
the 10 random numbers in the vector X. It is also possible to loop in reverse order by using
10:1. With the second method, on the other hand, the user dictates what values i takes and
how these values evolve within the loop structure itself. The former for method is probably
more commonly used in practice, but it is best to be aware of the while structure as it is
occasionally useful.

Matters become more complicated when the function in question depends recursively on
previous values stored in a vector. Suppose it is required to set up a vector x containing the
first 10 factorial numbers ie (1!, 2!, 3!, . . . , 10!); this is achieved as follows.

x <- 1 # 1! = 1, so initialise by setting x = 1
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for (i in 2:10){ # note the loop now starts from 2

x[i] <- i * x[i-1] # let the next entry of x be i

# times the previous entry

}

If only the last number was required (ie 10!) then the line within the loop could have been
replaced by x <- x * i.

Exercise

Generate a 5×5 matrix of random numbers using the command X <- matrix(runif(25),5,5).
Using a for loop structure, compute a matrix whose entries on the ith row are i times the
entries of the row of X. Your knowledge of matrix subscripting may be useful here. How
can this operation be performed without using a loop? Your code may be slow to run if
it contains many loops, though there are not always short–cuts available: sometimes it is
necessary to use a loop.

X <- matrix(runif(25),5,5)

print(X)

for (i in 1:5){
X[i,] <- i � X[i,]

}
print(X) # Visual checks to make sure your

# code is working are useful

c(1,2,3,4,5) � X # does the same thing as the above and is much quicker

Exercise

Using a while loop structure, plot the graph of y = kx2 for k = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 for x ∈
[−10, 10]. Hint: first use the plot command for the case that k = 1, then the lines

command for subsequent plots.

x <- seq(-10,10,length.out=1000)
k <- 1

plot(x,k�x∧2,type="l")
while (k < 32){
k <- 2 � k

lines(x,k�x∧2)

}

12 Conditional Statements

Conditional statements are often used within loops and enable the programmer to specify
when or if certain tasks are to be performed. Example 1 (on page 29) illustrates nested loops
and conditional statements. The loop structure starts with i,j= 1. Run the code, then try
to understand it.
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Example 1:

# set up a 3x3 matrix

mat <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9),3,3,byrow=TRUE)

print(mat) # print the matrix

# loop through the elements of the matrix in turn.

# Question: in what order does this proceed?

for(i in 1:3){ # start of i loop

for (j in 1:3){ # start of j loop (the ’nested’ loop)

if (mat[i,j] > 5){ # if the i,j th element of mat > 5 then ...

mat[i,j] <- 0 # set the i,j th element to zero

} # ends the ’if’ statement

} # end the j loop

} # end the i loop

print(mat) # print the altered matrix

Of course, the same effect could be achieved by simply typing mat[mat>5] <- 0. This
leads onto an important point: R performs looping calculations relatively slowly, so consider
whether a loop is required.

Sometimes one may wish to perform an alternative task if the condition, for example
(mat[i,j] > 5), is not satisfied. In the following code, which would replace the condi-
tional statement in the loop in the example above, the other elements of mat are set to 1 (ie
those elements of mat which are less than or equal to 5).

if (mat[i,j] > 5){

mat[i,j] <- 0

}

else{

mat[i,j] <- 1

}

Note that indenting code as in the above examples makes it much easier to read - the braces
are ‘tabbed out’ so it is clear what actions are performed in each loop. This is good practice
and makes it much easier to spot errors in your code. Take care when using & or | in your
conditional statements, if you are unsure what is happening, then set up a simple example
you can test your statements on (this can occasionally save hours of frustration!).

Non-examinable, but occasionally useful: Conditional statements can be used to exit
from a loop, this is achieved by using the command break; alternatively, one can move onto
the next iteration of the loop with the command next.
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Exercise

Using a loop and conditional statement and for the numbers 1 to 100, set up a character
vector containing the string “div 4” if the number is divisible by 4 and “not div 4” otherwise.

num <- 1:100

d4 <- rep("not div 4",100)

for (i in 1:100){
if (i%%4==0){
d4[i] <- "div 4"

}
}
print(cbind(num,d4))

13 Programming

The situation is as follows: you have been trawling through the (somewhat unhelpful!) online
help files and searching on the internet for a command for which you think ‘surely this is
built into R!’. You know mathematically how to compute the quantity you require, but you
want to perform the same operation many times over the course of your current project and
don’t want to have to repeat the same lines of code over and over again (cutting and pasting
lines of code can be a risky business when the integrity of your analysis is at stake). If your
repetitive task is definite integration of polynomials for example, you might be thinking: ‘if
only I could just type integrate("x^2+1",1,2) to get

� 2

1
(x2 + 1)dx . . .!’

Help is at hand! R can be used to define your own programs. Master the art of programming
and you can open up a whole new world of R functionality and moreover, your code will
both look neater and will be easier to de-bug.

Suppose you want to compute the mean of a vector, x (obviously this task may be achieved
with inbuilt R functions). You want to be able to type m(x) into the console and have R
return the mean of the vector x or mean.y <- m(y) to store the mean of y in a new object
mean.y. This can be achieved as follows (copy and paste the code into the console).

m <- function(vector){ # 1.

n <- length(vector) # 2.

sum.vector <- sum(vector) # 3.

answer <- (1/n) * sum.vector # 4.

return(answer) # 5.

} # 6.

The function may now be called in the usual manner: suppose vec is a vector object in R,
then typing either m(vec) or m(vector=vec) will return the mean. Try it.

Let’s go through the code line by line.
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1. The hardest line to understand. This line defines an object called m and tells R that it
is a ‘function object’. The word vector in parenthesis is known as the argument of the
function. The argument(s) are ‘local’ names of objects the function is to operate on. To
illustrate this, think of x as in f(x) = sin x for example. If u is a similar mathematical
object to x (eg if they are both real numbers) then it is natural to define f(u) = sinu;
the same idea applies with R functions. In the call to the function, m(vector=vec), a
local copy of the object vec is created and stored as a ‘local’ object vector. If outside
the function, I already had an object called vector, then this ‘external’ object will not
be changed by any operations made from within the program. Similarly, it is not
possible to access the values of a local object from outside the program. The copy of
vector is therefore called ‘local to the program m()’.

2. Computes the length of vector and stores the answer in a local object called n.

3. Creates a local object, sum.vector and stores in it the sum of the entries of vector.

4. Creates a local object answer containing the required mean.

5. Returns the object answer. If an allocation has been made, for example mean.vec <- m(vec)

then the required mean will be stored in an ‘external’ object, mean.vec, accessible out-
side the program. Otherwise if the call was made via the command m(vec), then R
will just display the answer.

6. The right brace terminates the function definition.

Non-examinable, but useful: Use the browser() function in your programs to inter-
rupt the flow of a program and access local objects. When R comes across the command
browser(), it enters a special browsing mode. Type the name of any local or external object
to view it. To exit browsing mode, either hit return to continue running the script or Q to
quit (note the capital). You can look at your function code on the R console by typing the
name of the function – eg try typing sd, this should display R’s in-built command for the
standard deviation.

Exercise

Write a function called fact to compute the factorial of any number. Compute the factorial
of a few (small!) numbers and compare your answer to those obtained via R’s own factorial
function, factorial.
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fact <- function(n){
ans <- 1

for (i in 1:n){
ans <- ans � i

}
return(ans)

}

# Now test the function ...

testnum <- 1:10

print(sapply(testnum,fact)) # students are not

# expected to know ’sapply’ print(factorial(testnum))

Exercise

Set up a 60× 30 matrix, X, using the command, X <- matrix(runif(1800),60,30). Using
an optinal argument, cols, which should take the default value FALSE, write a function to
compute the variance of either the columns, or rows of X. Note that in the argument line of
the function, a default value for a local variable z can be set by using z=FALSE for example;
the function dim may also be of use in the program. Use your function to compute the
variance of the columns and rows of X and compare these with answers you obtain using the
apply function (see the help file or ask a tutor about this).

Note to tutors, sorry about the formatting here: this is to do with the way that the tex macro used to
generate this document refuses to interact with the verbatim environment.
X < − matrix(runif(3600),60,30)
fun < − function(x,cols=FALSE){
if (cols==FALSE){
n < − dim(x)[1]
ans < − c()
for (i in 1:n){
ans[i] < − var(x[i,])
}
}
else{
n < − dim(x)[2]
ans < − c()
for (j in 1:n){
ans[j] < − var(x[,j])
}
}
return(ans)
}
print(fun(X))
print(apply(X,1,var))
print(fun(X,cols=TRUE))
print(apply(X,2,var))
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Workshop 5

14 Further Topics

One of the great assets of R is its versatility. In this section we give a brief flavour of how
to get more out of R.

14.1 Finding a root of an equation

Use the R online help in this section!

Use your function for plotting cubics to find values b1 and b2 such that the interval (b1, b2)
contains a single root x0 of the cubic with coefficients a0, . . . , a3 (you specify these). We will
use the R root finder uniroot() to find the root x0 of your cubic that lies in (b1, b2).

You will need to define a new function taking two arguments x and coeffs and which
returns the value of the cubic with these coefficients evaluated at x (x must be the first of
the arguments, and coeffs should be a vector).

cubic <- function(x,coeffs){
coeffs[1]*x^3+coeffs[2]*x^2+coeffs[3]*x+coeffs[4]

}

Now use uniroot() to find the root of your function that lies in your interval (b1, b2). Use
the online help to find the arguments taken by uniroot(). You don’t need to specify all of
them, just your function name, the interval in which to search for a root (passed as a vector)
and the vector of values of your coefficients (this is the second argument taken by your cubic
function).

> uniroot(cubic,c(-2,-1),coeffs=c(1,2,3,4))

The root finder uniroot() returns a list, with the value of the root x0 given by the element
$root. Add the line x = x0 to your plot with abline(v=x0).

14.2 Maximisation

Use the R online help in this section!

The most useful R function for maximisation or minimisation of a function is optimise.
This finds local maximum (or minimum) of a function on an interval. The main arguments
that you need to supply are:

optimise(objective, lower, upper, maximum)

Use the online help to find out exactly what each of these arguments are.
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Suppose we want to find where some of the local maxima of f(x) = exp(x/10) sin(x) occur.
Create this function, and call it fun. Plot it to get an idea of where the local maxima occur.

Use optimise to find the local maxima that is between x = 5 and x = 10.

> fun <- function(x){ exp(x/10)*sin(x) }
> x <- seq(0,20,length=100)

> plot(x,fun(x),type=’l’)

> optimise(fun,lower=5,upper=10,maximum=T)

We will now use R to fit a simple model using maximum likelihood.

Exponential likelihood

This example comes from the M350 course notes.

Suppose that we have data x1, x2, . . . , xn that are independent realisations of an Exp(θ)
distribution. In this situation, the log-likelihood turns out to be:

n log θ − θ
�

xi

Create an R function called loglik that is the log-likelihood with arguments theta, and x

a vector containing the data. For the following data, plot your loglik function against θ in
the range 0.002 to 0.02.

90 255 40 143 30 239 484 28 39 15

> loglik <- function(theta,x){ length(x)*log(theta) - theta*sum(x) }
> x <- c(90,255,40,143,30,239,484,28,39,15)

> theta <- seq(0.002,0.02,l=100)

> plot(theta,loglik(theta,x=x),type=’l’)

From your plot, find an interval that contains θ̂, and use optimise to find θ̂ accurately:

optimise(loglik, x=x, lower=0, upper=0.1,maximum=TRUE)

For this example, it is clear that the maximum likelihood estimate for θ can be found
analytically, and is just one over the sample mean. Check that this result agrees with your
estimate of θ that you obtained using numerical maximisation.

Geometric likelihood

Now suppose we wish to fit a Geometric model to the following data:

2 6 3 13 8 0 1 0 1 3 1 2 2 0 7 0 3 0 6 3

The log-likelihood is given by:

�(θ) = nx̄ log(θ) + n log(1− θ).
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Find the mle for θ in this example. You will have to choose an interval for θ on which to
maximise your likelihood. Confirm your numerical maximum with the analytical solution:

θ̂ =
x̄

1 + x̄

and check that both of these agree with a plot of the log-likelihood.

# Note that for a geometric likelihood, θ must be in (0, 1).
x < − c(2,6,3,13,8,0,1,0,1,3,1,2,2,0,7,0,3,0,6,3){
geom.lik < − function(theta,x){
n < − length(x)

return(n�mean(x)�log(theta) + n�log(1-theta))

}
print("Answer via optimise")

print(optimise(geom.lik, x=x,0,1,maximum=TRUE))
print("Exact Answer")

print(mean(x)/(1+mean(x)))
print("... pretty close!")

14.3 Additional R Packages

Suppose that, at some point, you need to use some fairly specialised methods. For the sake
of argument suppose next year you take MATH353 Survival and Reliability. As it stands, R
does not have functions to deal with the problems you will encounter in this course. So you
will have to write your own, right?

Wrong! The nature of R means that anyone in the world can write functions for any appli-
cation. Some particularly helpful people distribute these functions so they’re freely available
for everyone, in packages. You can find packages by using the menus at the top of the
Rgui — Packages-Install Packages. Then select the UK mirror. This brings up a list of
available packages — you will see there is one called ‘survival’. Clicking on this installs it
for use. This procedure may not work on campus (due to the way campus computers are
connected to the Internet via a cache). An alternative is to visit the R packages website
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ to see a list of the packages available, as well
as instructions on installing and using them.

14.4 Outputting graphs to file

It is not always convenient, particularly in the depths of complicated code, to use the File-
Save As method to save a graph you have created to file. For example, suppose you are
running a loop, and each iteration of the loop outputs a graph. Here’s a silly example:

for(i in 1:10){
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x<-rnorm(2^i) #produce 2^i standard normal random observations.

hist(x)

}

Try running this. What happens?

In order to retain all 10 of the graphs, you need to write them directly to file. Try the
following:

for(i in 1:10){

x<-rnorm(2^i) #produce 2^i standard normal random observations.

pdf(paste("normmean",i,".pdf",sep=""))

#different filename on each iteration

hist(x)

dev.off() #tells R you have finished making the file

}

Now look in your working directory and see what has been created. The paste function
takes its contents and combines them into a string — this is a useful trick for creating labels
and names for objects in loops.

14.5 Further Exercise on Programming

Optional Exercise, if you have time at the end of the last session

The purpose of this exercise is to give an extended example of a program in R that illustrates
many of the tasks that you will want to accomplish on a regular basis. Read in the function
integr into R (on page 37).

Try running the program with a few different combinations of arguments for example:

poly <- c(12,-2,1/2)

integr(poly,1,2)

integr(poly,1,2,exact="both")

integr(poly,1,2,exact=FALSE,n=101)

Read through the program code and try to work out what it does (there is a hint on page
30) – add comments to the code in your notes where the functionality is not immediately
obvious. Could anything have been done better? When does it give poor results? Can the
idea be generalised to more general classes of functions, and if so, how?
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# Function definition: integr

integr <- function(equation,lower,upper,exact=TRUE,n=10000){

len <- length(equation)

int <- 0

for (i in 1:len){

int[i+1] <- (1/i) * equation[i]

}

ans.low <- 0

ans.upp <- 0

len.int <-length(int)

for (i in 1:len.int){

ans.low <- ans.low + int[i] * lower ^ (i-1)

ans.upp <- ans.upp + int[i] * upper ^ (i-1)

}

exact.ans <- ans.upp - ans.low

if (exact == TRUE){

return(exact.ans)

}

else{

if(n <100){stop("Require more integration points.")}

bins <- seq(lower,upper,length.out=(n+1))

bin.width <- bins[2] - bins[1]

approx.ans <- 0

for (i in 1:n){

evalpoly <- 0

for (j in 1:len){

evalpoly <- evalpoly + equation[j] * bins[i] ^ (j-1)

}

approx.ans <- approx.ans + bin.width * evalpoly

}

if (exact == "both"){

return(list(exact=exact.ans,approx=approx.ans))

}

else{

return(approx.ans)

}

}

}
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Some general comments:

The function computes definite integrals of polynomials. The coefficients of the polynomial
are stored in a vector, which is passed to the function. The convention for the coefficients
is that if p(x) is the polynomial of interest with degree d,

p(x) = a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 + · · ·+ adx

d,

then it is the vector, c(a 0,a 1,...,a d), that is passed to integr.

By default integr returns the exact answer (which is straightforward to compute for poly-
nomials), but the option to return an approximate answer (computed as a left Riemann
sum) is also provided. If an approximate answer is required, then the user can also con-
trol the precision of the estimate by specifying the number of terms in the quadrature
computation.

Other points

� Could have vectorised instead of relying on loops (which would have improved speed).

� (In the approximate case), it will likely give poor results if n is small (but a very crude
safety mechanism is built in) or if the polynomial is badly behaved. Integrals of high order
polynomials over large regions of R are also likely to cause problems.

� The approximate idea could be extended to general functions, but accuracy would strongly
depend on how well behaved the function was.
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